
Easily manage any recurring renewals
with automatic notifications

Never miss a
renewal again

renewaltracker.com

Track & Manage
Licenses

Invoices

Permits

Certificates

Subscriptions

Agreements

Contracts

Payments

Memberships

Policies

Commitments

Many more

Subscription-Based
Pay for just what you need 
and expand at any time.

Secure & Private
Centrally managed data is 
easily accessible only by 
authorized users.

Maintenance Free
Cloud-based environment with 
no on-site software to 
configure or maintain.

RenewalTracker™ manages recurring renewals with 
automatic reminder notifications, saving time and effort by 
organizing and standardizing your process to ensure all 
commitments, compliance, and regulations are met.

Benefits
Risk Protection 
Email notifications help 
avoid unnecessary penalties, 
late payments, fines, or fees. 

Get Organized Easily
Centrally manages items 
and reduces steps necessary 
to track renewals.

Low Cost & High Value
Save time & money while 
proactively managing renewals 
for a low recurring fee.

Anytime, Anywhere
Online hosted and managed 
system is available from any 
Internet browser. 

Streamlines Compliance
Replaces complex manual  
processes with a simplified, 
user-friendly one.
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Overview

https://www.renewaltracker.com
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FEATURE OVERVIEW

Secured Environment
SSL encryption, expiring passwords, IP address 
authentication, Multi-Factor Authentication 
(MFA) and Single Sign On (SSO) for user 
authorization.

Ultimate Scalability 
Organize and manage an unlimited quantity of 
items with customized group structure, item 
types, and time horizons, all tailored to your 
individual needs.

Centralize Electronic Files
Attach and centrally store electronic files in 
various formats with instant viewing access for 
authorized users.

Create Custom Forms
Create custom forms such as a check request and 
other correspondence used during the renewal 
management process.

Self Administration
Self administer and configure key features, 
manage users and their access privileges, and 
personalize with your company logo.

Flexible for Any Business
Manage any business or personal recurring items 
between you, your business and any customers, 
vendors, agencies, and partners you choose. 

Import & Export from Microsoft® Excel
Import and export item data to and from 
RenewalTracker and Microsoft® Excel to 
streamline data input and management.

Streamlined Processes
Easily renew items and automatically create the 
next period’s item along with email reminders 
ensuring key deadlines are not missed.

Customizable and Extendable
Extend RenewalTracker with customizable fields, 
labels, statuses, and additional key dates to 
manage your required workflow.

Automatic Notifications
Automatic email summary and item reminder 
notifications on user-defined schedules notifying 
internal and external contacts when items are 
coming due.

Clear Renewal 
Calendar Views

Comprehensive
Renewal Dashboard

Email Notification Templates
Create custom, multiple email templates sharing 
key item information, attachments, and renewal 
instructions targeted to specific internal and 
external audiences.

User Restricted Access
Secured, user-specific log in access with role-based 
privileges restricts authorized user access to only 
their specific item information.

Automatic 
Notifications

Register for a Free Trial!
my.renewaltracker.com/trial

https://www.renewaltracker.com
https://my.renewaltracker.com/trial/
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